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SEMILINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
IN BANACH SPACES WITH APPLICATION TO

PARABOLIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

SAMUEL M. RANKIN III

Abstract. A theory for a class of semilinear evolution equations in Banach

spaces is developed which when applied to certain parabolic partial differential

equations with nonlinear terms in divergence form gives strong solutions even

for nondifferentiable data.

1. Introduction

The class of equations considered in this work have the form

(1) u'(t) + Au(t) = F(u(t)),        t>0,

(2) u(0) = <f>.

We consider (1)(2) as a Cauchy problem in a Banach space X ; A is a closed

linear operator which is densely defined and -A generates an analytic semi-

group T(t): t > 0. Many researchers have studied equations similar to (1)(2)

in the last fifteen years. The books by Friedman [3], Henry [5], and Pazy [7]

give good accounts of the most important results. The part of the theory that

we are most interested in, is when the operator A has fractional powers and

the nonlinear operator F maps from a fractional power space into X. Of

course in the references cited much has been written in this regard. However,

the course taken here is to exploit special structure which may occur. To be
precise we consider nonlinear operators F which can be written in the form

AaG where G maps a subspace Y of X into X.

The motivation for an abstract theory such as this comes from the following

partial differential equation:

(3) wt(x,t)-wxx(x,t) = a(w(x,t))x,

(4) w(0,t) = w(l,t) = 0,        />0,

(5) w(x,0) = s(x),        0<x<l.

It is not true in general that d/dx = Al/2, however we will show in §4 for a

special class of operators A there exist a bounded linear operator B from X
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into X such that Al/2B — d/dx. Letting G - Bo we can fit the equations

(3), (4), (5), into the abstract theory developed in this paper.

The abstract theory one can find in the books [3, 5, 7] handles partial dif-
ferential equations like (3)(4)(5), however the theory illustrated in these works

does not distinguish between the problems of the form

(6) wt(x, t)-wxx(x, t) = w(x, t)\w(x, t)\ß~*

with initial and boundary conditions and equations of the form of (6) but with

right-hand side

(7) ^{w(x,t)\w(x,t)\^}.

Weissler [10] has studied problems illustrated by (6) and has proved existence

in appropriate Lp spaces. We show here that solutions of (6) with right-hand

side (7) can be solved in an Lp space. This is quite different from the theory

presented in Pazy [7] and others where both equations (6) and (7) would have

been solved in appropriate Sobolev spaces. Roughly speaking, the theory devel-

oped here can be applied to partial differential equations with right-hand sides
in divergence form. Taking advantage of this form and the analyticity of the

semigroup generated by the linear part, we can show that starting with initial

data in an appropriate Lp space a weak solution in this space can be found

and with additional assumptions show this weak solution is a strong solution

for t > 0. In §4 we see how the theory developed in this paper can be ap-

plied to equations such as the generalized Burger's equation, the Cahn-Hilliard

equation, and the Navier-Stokes equation.

2. Assumptions

The following assumptions will be used throughout:
(i) X and Y are Banach spaces with Y c X.

(ii) —A generates an analytic semigroup of linear operators, T(t), t > 0 on

X.
(iii) A~a for 0 < a < 1 is defined by the integral

1      f°°
A~a = =--       sa~lT(s)ds,

1 («) Jo

where F(a) denotes the gamma function. Then Aa = (A'a)~l exists as a

closed and densely defined linear operator. A~a: X -* D(Aa) is a bounded

linear operator, where D(Aa) is the domain of Aa . Denote Xa as the Banach

space created by norming D(Aa) with the graph norm.

(iv) There exist M > 1 and co £ R such that for all a > 0, || 7X011* < Memt
and \\AaT(t)\\x < Caraem for some Ca > 0.

We shall assume Xa ç Y ç X so that T(t) : X -* Y for all t > 0 is a
bounded linear operator and

(v) T(t)y is continuous in t in the norm of Y for each y £Y.

(vi) A*T{t) = T({)A^T(^):X -» Y, for t > 0 and \\APT(t)\\x^r e

L1 (0, r) for ß £ [a, a + d] for some d > 0 and every r > 0.

(vii) The function F maps Xa into X, and satisfies: there exists G: Y —► X

such that G is locally Lipschitz, G: Xa —» Xa and for each <f> £ Xa , F(<f>) =
AaG(<p).
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It is known, for example Pazy [7], that equation (1) is related to the integral

equation

(8) u(t) = T(t)<p+ [ T(t-s)F(u(s))ds,        t>0,
Jo

where T(t) is the semigroup of operators generated by -A . The solution u(t)

of equation (8) is called a mild solution of equation (1) and is not necessarily

a solution of equation (1). With some additional regularity properties it can be

shown that a solution of equation (8) is a solution of equation (1).

Definition. Mild solution. A function u(t) is a mild solution of equation (1)(2)

on [0, T) if u £ C([0, T); Xa), u(0) = </>, and u(t) satisfies the integral
equation (8) on [0, T).

Definition. Strong solution. A function u(t) is a strong solution of equation

(1)(2) if w(0) = </>,  u £ C([0, T);Xx)n C'([0, T);X), and u(t) satisfies
(l)(2)on [0,T).

Operators generated by strongly elliptic partial differential equations defined

on bounded domains in R" with smooth boundaries generate semigroups of

linear operators with the properties outlined above. This will be illustrated in

§4.

3. Main results

In this section local existence and a continuation result for an equation related

to (8) is proved. It is then shown that with some additional assumptions this

solution is a solution to equation (8) and also equation (1).

Theorem 1. Let the assumptions (i) through (vii) hold, then for each </> £ Y there

exists a T > 0 and a unique continuous function u : [0, T) —> Y such that

f AaT(t-,
Jo

(9) u(t) = T(t)<t>+      AaT(t-s)G(u(s))ds,        i>0

Proof. Define the set A = {u: [0, t] —► Y\ u(t) is continuous, u(0) — 4> and

sup0<i<r llM(0 - 4>\\y < R} ■ Further define the mapping L on A by

(Lu)(t) = T(t)4> + /  AaT(t-s)G(u(s))ds.
Jo

The mapping L is a contraction of A into itself. First note that for u £ A, L

is well defined since
r'

\\AaT(t-s)G(u(s))\\ds
io
Í
Jo

{ jf ' \\AaT(t - s)\\x^y ds} x {\\G(cp)\\x + KR}

where for <f)X, <j)2£ {z: \\z - </>||y < R} ,

\\G(<l>i)-G(cp2)\\x<K\\<px-<p2\\Y.

It is also true that

\\T(t)<t>+ f AaT(t-s)G(u(s))ds-<t>\\Y
Jo

< 117X00 - «Ally + {jT M°r(/)||x-r ds} x {\\G(<t>)\\x + KR}
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for each u £ A. The right side of the above inequality can be made less than

R by choosing T > 0 small enough. This proves L(A) ç A. Let u, v £ A,

then we have

||(L«)(i)-(Lt;)(OI|y

= II I AaT(t - s)[G(u(s)) - G(v(s))]ds
II JO Y

< f \\A«T(t - s)[G(u(s)) - G(v(s))] ds\\Y
Jo

< f \\A°T(t - s)\\x^Y\\G(u(s)) - G(v(s))\\x ds
Jo

< UJ \\AaT(s)\\x-^Yds\ x | su^\\u(t)-v(t)\\y\ .

The quantity K fQ' \\AaT(s)\\x^Y äs can be made less than one by again restrict-

ing T.

Remark. With further assumptions on AaT(t), t > 0, F , and Xa , it can be

shown that the solution u(t) of equation (9) guaranteed by Theorem 1 is also

a solution to equation (1). To this end we establish the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let the conditions (i) through (vii) hold and suppose ||y4a7X0||x-.y <

Ct-t for t £ (0, T], 0 < C < 1 for some C > 0, then for all y > 0 and
t, t + h £[y, T] there exist a such that

\\u(t + h)-u(t)\\Y<C(y)ha,       0<<7<1.

Proof. We prove the case t + h > t. We have then

\\u(t + h)-u(t)\\Y<\\(T(h)-I)T(t)<p\\Y

+ II / Aa[(T(h) - I)T(t - s)]G(u(s)) ds
lUo

/t+h AaT(t + h-s)G(u(s))ds

<\\AaT(t)(T(h)-I)A-«cp\\Y

II /"'
+ \\(T(h)-I)      AaT(t-s)Gu(s))ds

Jo

/t+h AaT(t + h-s)G(u(s))ds

C,
< ^\\(T(h) - I)A-°<p\\x + C(\\G(<t>)\\x + KR)h

+ [ \\Aa+ET(t-s)[T(h)-I]A-°G(u(s))ds\\Y
Jo

<^\\<l>\\xha + C(\\G(<l>)\\ + KR)h1^

l-C

+ C(\\G(<p)\\x + KR) f   \\Aa+,:T(s)\\x^Y
Jo

ds
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where 0 < e < d . Letting o = min{a, 1 - C, e} the lemma is proved.

This proves that a solution of equation (9) is locally Holder continuous in

the Y norm on (0, T]. If the solution u(t) of equation (9) is in Xa and if it

is also Holder continuous in the Xa norm we can show that u(t) is a solution

of (1) if F is locally Lipschitz continuous from Xa into X .

Lemma 2. Assume the conditions of Lemma 1 hold, then the solution u(t) of

equation (9) is in Xx^a for t £ (0, T].

Proof. Let y > 0, then the solution u(t) of equation (9) satisfies

iz(0 = T(t - y)u(y) + [ AaT(t - s)G(u(s)) ds
Jy

and

u(t) = T(t - y)u(y) + f AaT(t - s)G(u(t)) ds
Jy

+ [ AaT(t - s)[G(u(s)) - G(u(t))]ds.
Jy

Since T(t-y)u(y) £ D(A) for all t > y and ¡tyAaT(t-s)G(u(t))ds =

Aa~l[G(u(t)) - T(t - y)G(u(t))] for all t > y. We have only to check that

j'AaT(t - s)[G(u(s)) - G(u(t))]ds is in Xx_a . To this end we note that

A1-a  j  Aa

Jy

HI/\\Jy

T(t - s)[G(u(s)) - G(u(s))]ds

AlT(t - s)[G(u(s)) - G(u(t))]ds
i y

< CK i\t-
Jy

s)-l(t-s)ads
CK

(t-y)°.

The last inequality is true from the results of Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. Assume that the conditions of the previous lemmas hold and that

X\-a Q Xa > the imbedding being continuous, then the solution u(t) of equation

(9) is a mild solution of equation (1) and is locally Holder continuous into Xa .

Proof. Lemma 2 and the assumption Xx_a ç Xa implies that u(t) £ Xa for

all t > 0. Thus for y > 0 and t > y¡2 we have

(10) u(t) = T(t-tyu(§+ ¡' T(t-s)F(u(s))ds.

Since u(t) is continuous into Xx_a and XX-a is continuously imbedded into

Xa , u(t) is continuous into Xa . To show that u(t) is locally Holder continuous
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+

+

into Xa let y > 0 and t + h,t be in [y, T] then

\\u(t + h)- u(t)\\Xa < ¡Aa(T(h) -I)T(t-7-)u (|) 1^

/   AaT(t-s)F(u(s))ds
Jy/2

¡■t+h

/      AaT(t + h-s)F(u(s))ds
Jy/2

<\tnh)-i)*T(t-i)u(l)l

[  (T(h)-I)AaT(t-s)F(us(s))ds
Jy/2

/t+h AaT(t + h-s)F(u(s))ds

<c\\uß)\\    ha + -^-   sup   \\F(u(t))\\xhl-a

+

+

+
I    •'y/

y/2<í<2

^a+ir(f-s)||^rfjlx|    sup   \\F(u(s))\\x\ he
7/2 I lj-/2<i<r I

where e is chosen so that a + e < 1. Thus there exist a C > 0 and a 0 < p < I

such that

\\u(t + h)-u(t)\\Xa<Ch"

for t + h, t£[y,T].

Theorem 2. Assume the conditions (i) through (vii), the assumptions of Lemma

3, and that F is locally Lipshitz from Xa into X, then any solution of equation

(9) is also a strong solution of equation (I) for t > 0.

Proof. Since F is locally Lipshitz and u(t) is locally Holder continuous into

Xa , the function F(u(t)) is locally Holder continuous on [y, T] for any y > 0.

Thus the theory of analytic semigroups of linear operators Pazy [7] gives the

desired result.
The next result gives information about continuation of solutions of equa-

tion (9). This result says "in practice" that continuation of solutions depends

on a bound in the Y norm. For applications to partial differential equations

this could mean an Lp bound rather than a bound in an appropriate Sobolev

space. Once a bound is obtained, a global regular solution can be obtained from

Theorem 2 and the representation (8).

Theorem 3. Let the conditions of Lemma 1 hold, then u(t) may be extended to

a maximum interval of existence [0, T^x). If 7"max < oo then

(11)

and

(12)

lim
'   ''■'max

f\\AaT(t-
Jo

s)\\x^Y\\G(u(s))\\x = œ

lim  ||w(0l|y = oo.
*    *■■* max
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Proof. The existence of a maximally defined interval [0, T'max) follows in the

usual way from the uniqueness of solutions. Suppose Tmax < oc. For each t £

[0, Trnax) u(t) satisfies the integral equation (9). Claim lim,-*^ sup||w(0||y <

C for all t £ [0, Tom) and some C > 0. This implies

UTmax
\\A°T(t-s)\\x^Yds\

{   sup   ||G(«(0)|U}.

Now for 0 < t < / < rmax we have

NO - M(T)||y < \\AaT(r)[T(t - t) - I]A-acf>\\Y

+ \\ I Aa+eT(T-s)[T(t-t)-I]A-eG(u(s))ds
\\Jo

Il f
+ \\     AaT(t-s)G(u(s))ds

\\J-i

<^\mY(t-rf + C(t-xy

{f\\A°+°T(s)\\X->Yds}x\   sup    \\G(u(t))\\x)
Uo J      lo<i<rmax J

\ f\\AaT(s)\\x^Yds)xi   sup    ||fJ(M(0)||x) .

Thus we have \\u(t) - u(x)\\Y = 0 as /, r -» rmax , contradicting the maximality

Of  T'max.

If lim(_7-mM ||zz(0l|y 7^ co then there exist numbers r > 0 and d > 0 with

i/ arbitrarily large and sequences t„ -» rmax, i„ ->■ Tmax as « -» oo and such

that r„<t„< T'max, ||M(T„)||y = r, ||w(i„)|jy = r + d and ||«(OI|y < r + d for
i e [t„ , tn]. We have

||W(Í») - M(T„)||y < \\[T(tn - T„) - /]M(T„)||y

(13) II /"'"
v    ' +\\      AaT(tn-s)G(u(s))ds!" AaT(tn

Jr„

The left side of (13) is bounded below by d > 0 while the right side of (13)
approaches zero as r„ and t„ approach Tmix. This contradiction gives the

result and (11) follows from (12).

4. Application to partial differential equations

In this section we will apply the results of §3 to a generalized Burger equation,

(14)
n n.

ut(x, t)-Au(x, t) = y]^— {u(x, t)\u(x, Or*-1},       (x,t)eClx (0, T),
,=i dXi

(15) u(x, 0) = <f>(x),        xgQ; (p(x)£Lpy(Q),

(16) u(x,t) = 0,        (x,t)£dClx(0,T);
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to a nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard equation used in modelling the dynamics of pattern

formation in phase transition,

(17) u,(x, t)+A2u(x, t) + A[u(x, 0-"3(x, 0] = 0>        (x, t) £ fix (0, T),

(18) u(x, 0) = cj)(x),       xefi; 4>(x) £ L3p(Q),

ö^ = öA^x10=0)        {Xtt)edQx{0tT)i
ov ov

v the outward unit normal to dfl ; to a Navier-Stokes equation

(20) ut(x, t) - vAu(x ,t) + (u-V)u + Vp = Q,        (x, t) £ fi x (0, T),

(21) divw(x,0 = 0,        (x, t)£fix (0, T),

(22) nix, 0 = 0,     on3fix(0,T),

(23) u(x, 0) = 4>(x),        x€fi;0(x)eL2p(fi).

In order to apply the results of §3 to these concrete equations, it is necessary

to demonstrate the conditions (i) through (vii) and the factorization mentioned

in §1. In order to accomplish this, we must have a reasonable characterization

of the domain of Aa for our generator A .

Let 1 < p < oo and let fi c R" be a bounded, open, connected subset with

smooth boundary <9fi. Let X = LP(Q) be equipped with the usual norm

||M||p=Qi|«(x)|'rfx)    "

and denote by Wm'p(Q) the Sobolev space of all functions on fi whose dis-

tributional derivatives up through order m are in Lp(Cl) with norm given by

Up
\da<p\~

11011™./»= E
i a<m

dx

Let Ap = -A denote the negative Laplacian in Lp(£l) with Dirichlet boundary

conditions:
D(Ap) = W2'"(Cl)r\W0l'p(Cl).

By [7, Theorem 3.5, p. 214] we know that -Ap is the infinitesimal generator of

an analytic semigroup {T(0: t > 0} in LP(Q) and the fractional power Ap'

is well defined. Following the notation of §2 we let Xx¡2 denote the domain of

Ap2 equipped with the graph norm. In the special case p = 2, Xx¡2 — H¿(£1),

D. Henry [5, p. 29]. When p ¿ 2 and fi = R" , Xx/2 = W^P(R"). In the
general case when fi is bounded, the combined works of various authors are

summarized in Treibel [9] to prove that

(24) D[(Ap+l)l'2)] = W0i'p(ri),        A>0,

with equivalent norms (see especially the proof of Theorem 4.9.2, p. 335).

Taking X = 0 gives that Xx¡2 = W0l,p(ÇÏ). We shall use this result to prove

the following factorization theorem. In the following, let D¡ = d/dXj denote

the first order partial derivative with respect to x¡ in the sense of distributions.

The following theorem is proved in Heard and Rankin [6] and is proved again

here for completeness.
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Theorem 4. Let 1 < p < oo and Q c R" be a bounded, open connected subset

with smooth boundary dCl. Let Ap denote the negative Laplacian in LP(Q)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then there is a bounded linear operator

Bj: U>(Q) -» I/(Q) such that Bj(W] >"(&)) ç W0l'p(Q) and

(25) Dj = Alp/2Bj,    on\Vx'p(Çl).

Proof. Let ¿ + ¿ - 1 and define Bj on L«(fi) by

Bj=DjoA;í/2.

By (24), /i^1/2 is a continuous linear mapping from Lq(Q) onto W0l'9(Çl).

So 57 is well defined on all of L9(fi) and is a bounded linear operator from

Lq(Q) into itself. Thus Bj has a well-defined adjoint ß* which is bounded

from 1/(0.) into itself. Let ( , ) denote the natural pairing between LP(Q)
and L«(fi) :

{f,g)= í f(x)g(x)dx,       f£Lp(Ci), gema).
(26) Ja

(Bjfi,g) = (f,Bjg),    for all f€L"(Q),  g£L*(Ci).

Now if / € Cff (fi), then the definition of D, gives that

(27) (/, Bjg) = -((A-ll2YDjf, g),     for all g £ L«(£2).

So from (25) and (26) we obtain that

(28) B*f=(A-xl2yDjf

for all / g C0°° . Taking limits we obtain (27) for all / in W¿ p(fi). Now by
[7, Lemma 3.4, p. 213] we have A* = Ap and by [11, Theorem 2, p. 225] we
have (R(X; Aq))* = R(X; Ap) for all X > 0. So by [7, formula (6.4), p. 69] we

have (A~l/2)* = A~xß in 1/(0) and therefore by (27) we have

B)f - -Ap-l/2Djf,    for all / £ W¿ -P(Q).

Hence B*: W0l-P(iï) -» ^'^(fi) continuously and

Alp/2B* = -D,/,    for all / £ W¿ >>{Q).

Setting Bj = -BJ we obtain

Bjf = Apxl2Djf,    for all / e W¿ '"(O).

The operator / -> Ap^2Djf is well defined and bounded from W7' 'p(fi) into

^'^(fi). Therefore 57 represents the continuous linear extension of Apl/2Dj

for, Wl'P(0) to all of LP(Q).

The following lemma is proved in [10, Lemma 4.1, p. 293].

Lemma 4. Suppose -A generates an analytic semigroup T(t) on each Z/(fi)

space. Further, suppose there exists a positive integer m such that for each p,
D(AP) with its graph norm is continuously embedded in Wm>p(Çi) where the

boundary of fi is of class Cm . Then T(t) : Lp(£l) -» L«(fi) for 1 < p < q < oo
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and t > O isa bounded operator. Furthermore, for any T > 0 there is a constant

C depending on p and q such that

(29) \\T(t)<p\\q<Cr"/mr\\ñP

for all t£(0,T],and lr = lp - \ ■

From (29) and the fact that AapT(t) = T(±)Ap>T(±) for 0 < a < 1, we

deduce the following corollary to Lemma 4.

Corollary 5. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold, then for t £ (0, T]

(30) \\AapT(t)<p\\q<Cr^mr+^U\\P

where 0 < a < 1 and C again depends on p and q.

We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Suppose 1 < n < p < oo and y = maxj}»,: 1 < i < «}, then

for each <f> £ Lpy(Q), there exists a unique global strong solution of equation

(14)(15)(16).

Proof. Define the mapping h¡ on Lpy'(Q) by h¡(u(x)) = u(x)\u(x)\yi~l for

y i > 1. Let y = max{l </<»}, then if B¡ is as in Theorem 4, the mapping

defined by g¡- = Bthj takes Lpy(Q) into Lp(fi) and satisfies the following local
Lipschitz condition:

(31) \\gi(u(x)) - gi(v(x))\\p < Mi(R)\\u(x) - v(x)\\Py

for ||«(x)||py, \\v(x)\\Py < R. Now defining G(u(x)) = Yl"=x gi(u(x)) we have

that G: Lpy(Q) -> LP(Q) and for u,v satisfying ||w(x)||py, ||u(j:)||w < R,

\\G(u(x))-G(v(x))\\p <M(R)\\u(x)-v(x)\\Py. Here M(R) depends on M,(R)
for I < i < n . The function

(32) T(u(x)) = Alp/2G(u(x))

is well defined as a mapping from Wl p(fi) into LP(Q) and for u £ W0l p(fi)

(33) F(M(x)) = ¿¿{A,(«(x))}
;=1

where the derivatives are taken in the generalized sense. Thus for u, v in

W0l'p(Çl) such that ||w(x)||iiP, ||v(x)||i,p < R we have for n < p < oo by the

Sobolev Imbedding Theorem

\\F(u(x)) - F(v(x))\\p < K(R)\\u(x) - v(x)h,p

<K(R)\\4/2(u(x)-v(x))\\p.

Now from Lemma 4, Corollary 5, and (31) through (35), we see that the

conditions of §2 are satisfied as well as the assumptions of the lemmas and the-

orems of §3. Thus by Theorem 2 we have the existence of a local strong solution
of equation (14)(15)(16). In order to show that this solution is a global strong

solution we multiply equation (15) by |m(x, 0lr~'sign«(x, 0 and integrate to

obtain

(35) d(^a\u(X,t)\rdx)+   flVur/2{Xji)l2dx = 0.
at Ja
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Since u(x, t) is in W0l'p for t > 0, for r > p > 1 we have by the Poincaré

inequality and equation (35) that

(36) d(\ia\u(x,t)Ydx)+cm r u{Xit)]rdx<0_
at Jq

For r > p we see from (36) that

Í \u(x, t)\rdx < e-pC(a)t (Í \cp(x)\rdx\ .

Letting r = py we have that a solution of equation (14)(15)(16) is bounded

in the Lpy(Q) norm, uniformly in t, and so by Theorem 3 the mild solution

of equation (14)(15)(16) exists for all time. However appealing to Theorem 2

we see that the strong solution of equation ( 14)( 15)( 16) exists for all t > 0.

Here it is emphasized again that the theory of §3 allows us to obtain global

strong solutions of equation ( 14)( 15)( 16) starting from initial data which do not
have derivatives. This is an improvement over existing abstract theory for semi-

linear equations.

Theorem 6. Suppose that n = 3 and p > n, then for each cf> £ L3p(fi) there

exists a unique global solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (17)(18)(19).

Proof. For equation ( 17)( 18)( 19) Ap = A2 with domain D(Ap) = {<f> £ W^p(Çï) :
d(j)/dv = dA(f)/dv = 0 on dfi}, v the outward unit normal on dfi. In this

case A]/2 = -A and the domain D(Alp/2) = {<p £ W2>p(Çi): d<f>/dv = 0}.

We have that F maps D(AXJ2) into LP(Q.) and G defined by G(<t>) = -<!> +
</>3 maps L3p(fi) into LP(Q). It is easy to see that G is locally Lipschitz

and if p > n so is F. Furthermore, for <f> e D(AXJ2) we have F(<j)(x)) =

-AG((j)(x)) = A}J G(4>(x)) . From this discussion and the application of Lemma

4 and Corollary 5 to the operator Ap = A2 we see that the conditions of §2 are

met as well as the assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2 of §3. Thus applying

these results to equation (17)(18)(19) we obtain the local existence of a strong

solution for initial data from L3p(fi). Since by Theorem 2 this local solution

is in D(AP) for t > 0 we can, following Temam [8, p. 156], obtain an a priori

bound for ||Am(x, Olb- Now since W2'2(fi) is embedded in C1/2(fi) we have
that ||m(x, OIUp is bounded uniformly in t. By Theorem 3 the mild solution

guaranteed by Lemma 3 is global. However appealing to Theorem 2 we see that

u(x, t) is actually a global strong solution. Once again we have illustrated that

the theory developed in §3 gives a strong global solution of equation ( 17)( 18)( 19)

for initial data in L3p(fi).
The final example used to illustrate the abstract theory developed in this paper

is the Navier-Stokes equation (20)(21)(22)(23). We define Xp = (Lp(Ci))" and
let the function u(x, t) — (ux(x, t), ... , u"(x, t)). Set

Ep = closure in Xp of {> £ (C^(Q.))n ; div<t>(x) = 0},

Jp = {Vp;p£Wl>p(iï)}.

We have the following well-known decomposition [4],

xp = Ep e Jp.
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Theorem 7. Ifl<n<p<oo then for each 4> € E2p there exists a unique

strong local solution of the Navier-Stokes equation (20)(21)(22)(23).

Proof. Denote by P the continuous projection from Xp to Ep and let Ap

be to Laplace operator with D(AP) = {</>€ (W2 >"(&))" ; <p(x) = 0, x e dfi}.
Define Ap = -PvAp with domain D(AP) — EPC\ D(AP). It is known [1] that

-Ap is a closed densely defined linear operator in Ep with a bounded inverse

and generates a bounded analytic Co semigroup in Ep .

For w(x,0 in (^'p(fi))"nF we have

(±uk(x,t)^^l,...,±uk(x,t)
Vfc=i dXk k=\

du"(x, t)

dxk     )

d{uk(x, t)ul(x, 0} A d{uk(x, t)u"(x, t)}I v~^ o\u   {X , l)U  {X , I)} ^-v

u=i dXk ft dXk )

Applying the projection P to equation (20) we have the following abstract

formulation of equation (20)(21)(22)(23),

(37) u(t) + Apu(t) = F(u(t)),        t>0,

(38) u(0) = <f>.

Here F is defined on D(AXJ2) = (W0l'p(iï)y nEp with range in Ep by

F(<p(x)) = Py (MfeMlM t      , d{<f(xmx)}\ _
j^j \ dxk dxk )

If p > n and using the fact that (Wl'p(Çl))" is a Banach algebra it is easy

to show that F is locally Lipschitz from D(AP' ) into Ep . In a recent paper

of Bridges [2] the results of §3 are applied to a Navier-Stokes equation. In [2]

it is shown that there exists a Bk such that Bk is bounded from Xp into Ep

with P  d/dxk = ApBk . It is further shown in [2] that the mapping

n

G(4>(x)) = ,£M4>k(x)<pl(x),..., <pk(xW(x))

k=\

maps E2p into Ep and is locally Lipschitz continuous; that the analytic semi-

group T(0, t > 0 generated by Ap satisfies Alp/2T(t): Ep -> E« for t > 0

and 1 < /? < « < oo and \\A]/2T{t)<f>\\q < Ci-(z+1/2)||</.||;, where z = n(\ - \)

and C depends on p and q . If q = 2p and p > n then z + \ is less than 1.

Thus the theory developed in §3 applies and equation (37) (38) is guaranteed a

unique local strong solution.
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